
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

22256 Dia 8cm 165g Puppy, Adult  For Dogs 15-35 lbs Natural Rubber

With a strong commitment to excellence, Heao, as a 
manufacturer in China, endeavors to supply customers 
with high-quality dog dental chew toy that are budget-
friendly.The cute design toy is a durable and eco-
friendly toy crafted from rubber material. This ball-
shaped toy is designed to fulfill your dog's natural 
instinct to chew and gnaw, featuring numerous small 
protrusions on the surface. The toy also includes small 
grooves and indentations, perfect for spreading peanut 
butter or pasty dog treats. With its interactive design, it 
allows for engaging play, including throwing, catching, 
and fetching. The hollow center creates space to place 
dog biscuits, making it a treat-dispensing delight 
during playtime.
Sturdy and Eco-Friendly: 
The dental chew toy is constructed from high-quality 
and eco-friendly rubber material. Its robust build ensures 
it can endure the rigors of your dog's enthusiastic play, 
making it a durable and sustainable choice for your furry 
companion.

Satisfying Texture: 
The toy's surface is adorned with an array of small 
protrusions, providing a satisfying texture for your dog's 
natural chewing instinct. These raised bumps offer tactile 
stimulation, satisfying their need to chew and promoting 
dental health.

Treat-Spreading Fun: 
Enhancing playtime, the  chew toy features small 
grooves and indentations on its surface. This ingenious 
design allows you to spread your dog's favorite peanut 
butter or creamy dog treats, transforming the toy into a 
tantalizing treat dispenser.

More style is coming soon...

Dog Toys for Tough Chewing

Ball-Shaped for Interactive Play: 
The toy's playful ball shape makes it an ideal 
companion for interactive games. You can engage your 
dog in games of fetch, toss the toy in the air for them to 
catch, or roll it on the ground for them to chase. The 
unpredictable movements of the toy add an element of 
excitement to their playtime.

Bonding through Play: 
The dog dental toy fosters a strong bond between you 
and your furry friend. Participating in interactive games 
such as fetch and catch strengthens your relationship, 
creating joyful and memorable moments together.

Hollow Center for Treats: 
The center of the ball is hollow, providing a convenient 
space to insert your dog's favorite biscuits or treats. As 
your dog plays with the toy, the treats become 
rewarding surprises, further encouraging them to 
interact and play.

In conclusion, the dog dental chew toy is a versatile and 
engaging plaything for your canine companion. With its 
sturdy and eco-friendly design, satisfying texture, and 
treat-dispensing capability, this ball-shaped toy provides 
hours of interactive fun and dental exercise. Playing 
fetch and other interactive games not only keeps your 
dog entertained but also strengthens the bond between 
you both, creating cherished moments of joy and mutual 
affection.
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